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Dear reader and author:
We begin with this number, a new stage of BMI-Journal:
•

Two months ago we where accepted and catalogued in DOAJ (Directory Open Access Journal), which is
the equivalent to PUBMED in the group of the magazines Open Access.

•

As you will already know, the scientific publications Open Access, represent a new movement seeking
the free and global access to the scientific contents.They are mainly promoted by non-profit universities
and scientific communities. This type of publications, can be accepted in the directory DOAJ, only when
they fulfil the strict rules of quality and institutional support.

•

Also, inside of the modalities Open Access, we have established the most advantageous for the autor,
whereby, although surrenders publication rights, the author remains the owner of the article in purposes
of disclosure as it considers and the only limitation is not to be able to publish it in other scientific
magazines.

•

This is the first number of BMI-Journal, which is published both in spanish and english, which is a
fundamental aspect in order to spread its contents to a global level. The translation of the articles will be
supported by FUNSECO during the first year, and subsequently it will be requested to each autor.

•

Finally, as a way of “celebration” for our improvements, we have changed completely the format of the
magazine, as well as its acronym BMI-latina to BMI-Journal.

We find ourselves in a moment of growth of the prestige of BMI-Journal, thanks to especially to the involvement of
our authors and altruist cooperation of the reviewers. But also for the editorial group work, and for the impulse of
SECO/FUNSECO. Looking forward to continue with excellent contents and articles.

With kind regards.

Dr. José Vte. Ferrer
Editor Jefe y Director
BMI-Journal
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